Adaptive temperature-accelerated dynamics.
We present three adaptive methods for optimizing the high temperature T(high) on-the-fly in temperature-accelerated dynamics (TAD) simulations. In all three methods, the high temperature is adjusted periodically in order to maximize the performance. While in the first two methods the adjustment depends on the number of observed events, the third method depends on the minimum activation barrier observed so far and requires an a priori knowledge of the optimal high temperature T(high)(opt)(E(a)) as a function of the activation barrier E(a) for each accepted event. In order to determine the functional form of T(high)(opt)(E(a)), we have carried out extensive simulations of submonolayer annealing on the (100) surface for a variety of metals (Ag, Cu, Ni, Pd, and Au). While the results for all five metals are different, when they are scaled with the melting temperature T(m), we find that they all lie on a single scaling curve. Similar results have also been obtained for (111) surfaces although in this case the scaling function is slightly different. In order to test the performance of all three methods, we have also carried out adaptive TAD simulations of Ag/Ag(100) annealing and growth at T = 80 K and compared with fixed high-temperature TAD simulations for different values of T(high). We find that the performance of all three adaptive methods is typically as good as or better than that obtained in fixed high-temperature TAD simulations carried out using the effective optimal fixed high temperature. In addition, we find that the final high temperatures obtained in our adaptive TAD simulations are very close to our results for T(high)(opt)(E(a)). The applicability of the adaptive methods to a variety of TAD simulations is also briefly discussed.